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I want my students to leave my class 
knowing things about my subjects: 

English and History
&

I want my students to be able to 
think critically, imaginatively and 
analytically about my subjects: 

English and history 
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Do you think that poets offer readers hope through their poetry? Explain your views with reference to at least three
poems you have studied. Refer to both the ideas and the use of language in the poems you discuss



The Chess Experiment 

Experiment 1: 1946
Adriaan de Groot
Dutch psychologist and chess master

Experiment 
• Display a chess position from grand master games ( 2-10 seconds)
• Reconstruct the position from memory 
Results 
• Grandmasters/ masters could produce 93% accuracy from memory
• Experts could reproduce 72% accuracy from memory
• Good amateurs could reproduce 50% accuracy from memory
• Novice players could reproduce 33% accuracy from memory 
Conclusion
Chess is not a game of skill and analytical thinking- it is a game of knowledge. Knowledge of chess positions 



The Chess Experiment 

Experiment 2: Simon & Chase

Experiment
• Used same game pieces but constructed random positions (not from grand
Master games)
Results
• All players recalled only 3 to 4 pieces on average
• All players did significantly more poorly than the novice players did 
in the previous experiment with the real positions 
Conclusion
Chess is not a game of skill and analytical thinking- it is a game of knowledge. 
Knowledge of chess positions 



The Chess Experiment 

Experiment repeated – algebra, physics, medicine

Configuration of the task is changed the past “skills” are not transferred
to the new problem. 

Conclusion 
Chess is not a game of pure reasoning and critical thinking. 
It is not about transferable skills. 
It is a game of knowledge of chess positions. 
Chess players have between 10,000 and 100,000 chess positions stored
in their long-term memory. 



The baseball reading study 

Experiment: Recht and Leslie

• Junior high students in America
• Some students knew a lot about baseball and some knew very little 
• Read a story that described half an innings of a baseball game
• Students were stopped throughout to show their understanding
Results
• Whether they were skilled or unskilled readers 
didn’t matter. 
• Poor readers with high knowledge of baseball 
were far superior to good readers with little 
knowledge of baseball. 
• Students knowledge of baseball determined their 
understanding of the story



The common diseases study 
Johanna Kaakinen et al (2003)
Experiment
• Participants read a text about four common diseases (e.g., flu) for which they 

were likely already familiar with the symptoms
• AND a text about four uncommon diseases (e.g., typhus) for which they likely 

were not. 
• For each text, there was additional information about the diseases that subjects 

likely did not know.
• The researchers used a sophisticated technology to measure where subjects 

fixated their eyes while they read each text. Researchers had a precise measure 
of reading speed, and they could tell when subjects returned to an earlier 
portion of the text to reread something. 

Results
The researchers found that when reading unfamiliar texts, subjects more often 
reread parts of sentences and they more often looked back to previous sentences. 
Their reading speed was also slower overall compared to when they read familiar 
texts. These measures indicate that processing is slower when reading about 
something unfamiliar to you.
Conclusion
Background knowledge matters most when reading 



The Framework for Junior Cycle

What does the framework say about knowledge 
and skills? 



• The Framework for Junior Cycle (2015) outlines the curriculum and assessment arrangements that will 
provide students with learning opportunities that achieve a balance between learning subject knowledge 
and developing a wide range of skills and thinking abilities. 

• These curriculum and assessment arrangements will promote a focus on active and collaborative learning. 
In particular, learners will be enabled to use and analyse information in new and creative ways, to 
investigate issues, to explore, to think for themselves, to be creative in solving problems and to apply their 
learning to new challenges and situations. 

• Given the changing nature of knowledge, the ease with which students have access to information, and 
the pace of change in the workplace and the world generally, these competences and skills are critical to 
the preparation of young people for learning and living. 

• Subject specifications, heretofore known as syllabuses, and assessment arrangements will be revised on a 
phased basis to reflect this new balance between subject knowledge and skills. 

Framework for Junior Cycle Page 7 

Balance between knowledge and skills 



• The Framework for Junior Cycle (2015) outlines the curriculum and assessment 
arrangements that will provide students with learning opportunities that achieve 
a balance between learning subject knowledge and developing a wide range of 
skills and thinking abilities.

• Subject specifications, heretofore known as syllabuses, and assessment 
arrangements will be revised on a phased basis to reflect this new balance 
between subject knowledge and skills.

• These curriculum and assessment arrangements will promote a focus on active 
and collaborative learning. In particular, learners will be enabled to use and 
analyse information in new and creative ways, to investigate issues, to explore, to 
think for themselves, to be creative in solving problems and to apply their 
learning to new challenges and situations.

• Given the changing nature of knowledge, the ease with which students have 
access to information, and the pace of change in the workplace and the world 
generally, these competences and skills are critical to the preparation of young 
people for learning and living.
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Balance between knowledge and skills 

§ Does it achieve a balance between 
learning subject knowledge and 
developing a wide range of skills 
and thinking abilities? 

§ Does it allow students to apply their 
learning to new challenges and 
situations? 
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Eight Principles of Junior 
Cycle Education 

These principles will 
inform the planning for as 
well as the development 
and the implementation 
of junior cycle 
programmes in all 
schools. 



Statements of Learning

The learning at the core 
of Junior Cycle is 
described in the twenty-
four statements of 
learning 



Key Skills of Junior Cycle 

There are eight key skills 
required for successful 
learning by students 
across the curriculum 
and for learning beyond 
school. 



Subject 
Specification 
and Learning 
Outcomes 



Key skills 

Principles 
of Junior 

Cycle

Statements 
of Learning 

Teachers design curriculum and 
decide on the knowledge to be 

learned 

Subject 
Learning 

Outcomes 

Subject 
Specification

Subject 
Assessment 
Guidelines



Knowledge and skills in practice in the new Junior cycle  

Junior Cycle English Junior Cycle History



Can students apply their learning from one subject  
to “new challenges and situations”.

Managing information and thinking



Can students apply their learning from one subject  
to “new challenges and situations”.

Thinking creatively

Write a fractured fairy-tale by taking a 
fairy-tale you know well and flipping 
or changing an element of the setting, 
the characters or the plot. 

You plan to attack a neighbouring kings castle-
Blarney Castle. Sketch a plan of the attack 
taking into account the castles defences and 
your own resources. 

• Knowledge of fairy-tale genre
• Knowledge of narrative 

perspective and plot structure 
• Knowledge of character crafting
• Knowledge of setting crafting

• Knowledge of castle layout
• Knowledge of castle defences
• Knowledge of castle attacks 
• Knowledge of medieval period 



SKILLS
R 3: Use a wide range of reading comprehension strategies 
appropriate to texts, including digital texts: to retrieve 
information; to link to previous knowledge, follow a process 
or argument, summarise, link main ideas; to monitor their 
own understanding; to question, analyse, synthesise and 
evaluate.

KNOWLEDGE
R7: Select key moments from their texts and give thoughtful 
value judgements on the main character, a key scene, a favourite 
image from a film, a poem, a drama, a chapter, a media or web 
based event

R8: Read their texts to understand and appreciate language 
enrichment by examining an author’s choice of words, the use 
and effect of simple figurative language, vocabulary and 
language patterns, and images, as appropriate to the text

W8: Write about the effectiveness of key moments from their 
texts commenting on characters, key scenes, favourite images 
from a film, a poem, a drama, a chapter, a media or web based 
event

Balance between 
subject knowledge and 
skills 



KNOWLEDGE
R7. Select key moments from their texts and give thoughtful 
value judgements on the main character, a key scene, a 
favourite image from a film, a poem, a drama, a chapter, a 
media or web based event

W8: Write about the effectiveness of key moments from their 
texts commenting on characters, key scenes, favourite images 
from a film, a poem, a drama, a chapter, a media or web based 
event



Techniqu
e

OXYMORON
Definition A contradiction in terms 

Examples • Holy war
• Jumbo shrimp
• Industrial Park
• Bitter sweet
• Same difference
• Pretty Ugly
• Known secret
• Confirmed Rumour
• Old News

Pre-teach the foundational knowledge

Melancholy









Studied Texts: Key moments, key quotes, characters, setting, plot, structure 

I have to study all elements and 
aspects of all texts in case they 
come up on assessment 



Studied Texts: Key moments, key quotes, characters, setting, plot, structure 



JC History 
KNOWLEDGE 

L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and 
one communist country in the 20th century. 

SKILLS 
L.O: Develop historical judgements based 
on evidence of personalities, issues and 
events and showing awareness of 
historical significance 



JC History 

KNOWLEDGE 
L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and one 
communist country in the 20th century.

SKILLS 
L.O: Develop historical judgements based 
on evidence of personalities, issues and 
events and showing awareness of 
historical significance

ASSESMMENT ESSAY QUESTION 

Compare the lives of people in Soviet Russia and fascist Germany. 
Discuss which you think was a more dangerous and cruel dictatorship.  



JC History 

KNOWLEDGE 

L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and 
one communist country in the 20th century. 

SKILLS 
L.O: Develop historical judgements based 
on evidence of personalities, issues and 
events and showing awareness of 
historical significance
ESSAY QUESTION: Compare the lives of people in Soviet Russia and fascist Germany. Discuss which 
you think was a more dangerous and cruel dictatorship.  



Nazi Germany Soviet Russia

Lives of women Women were supposed to stay home and create large families; Kinder, Kuche, 
Kirche ( children, kitchen, church)
Mothers schools- women trained in household duties
Nazis wanted increased birth rate for new soldiers for armies
Women discouraged from working, wearing make-up & smoking
German marriage loan- bonus to new families 

More equal in the workplace- worked in male dominated spheres-
engineering, construction & labouring
Higher percentage of women in workplace than in the West.
Creches & Kindergartens developed to allow both men and women work
Children’s allowance introduced
Increase in birth-rate needed after WW2- Mothers of large families- Mother 
Heroines

Lives of workers By 1939 no unemployment
Public Works schemes to build motorways, housing schemes and rearmament
Strength through Joy- workers leisure activities
Beauty of Labour- better working conditions
Expanded motor industry
Lebensraum (living room) needed

Five-year plan to modernise farming
Increase of food production needed to feed country
Land collected or taken from farmers and collected into huge collective farms
Peasants and Kulaks resisted changes & were killed or sent to Gulags
Millions died of famine due to the conflict.
Five-year plan to modernise industry
New Industrial Cities built
Large construction projects: Dams & White Sea Canal.
Urban population grew from 29 million
No unemployment
Harsh working conditions & severe punishments

Lives of 
minorities 

Racist Ideas- Germans were the pure-blooded master race (Aryan)
Jews were sub-human and inferior to Germans
Jews harassed by Nazi organisations and media spread anti-Semitism propaganda
Jews banned from civil service, journalism, universities.
Jewish shops boycotted.
The Nuremberg Laws passed in 1935
Night of the Broken glass-( Kirstallnacht) 10 November 1938-Jewish shops, 
synagogues attacked and 90 Jews murdered 

Purges during 1930s to “clean out” opposition to Stalin’s leadership & 
Policies
The Great Terror- 1936-1938- NKVD (Secret Police)
Show Trials held – Public confessions from senior party leaders & executions
Control & fear
Gulags- slave labour camps in Siberia
1-2 million died 

KNOWLEDGE 
L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and one communist country in the 20th century. 



KNOWLEDGE 
L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and 
one communist country in the 20th century. 

SKILLS 
L.O: Develop historical judgements based on evidence of 
personalities, issues and events and showing awareness of 
historical significance



KNOWLEDGE 
L.O: Examine life in one fascist country and 
one communist country in the 20th century. 

SKILLS 
L.O: Develop historical judgements based on evidence of 
personalities, issues and events and showing awareness of 
historical significance



Early Christian 
Ireland 
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State Exam Analysis: Knowledge and Skills 

Topic Questions that required actual historic knowledge Reading Comprehension

Job of historian/archaeologist 3 questions 4 questions 

The Renaissance 3 questions 1 question 

Conquest and Colonisation 2 questions 2 questions 

1798 Rebellion 2 questions 3 questions 

The famine 0 questions 5 questions 

Ireland 1911-23 2 questions 3 questions 

The Holocaust 4 questions 0 questions 
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State Exam Analysis: Knowledge and Skills 
The Famine Investigate the causes, course and consequences of the great famine, nationally and internationally and 

examine the significance of the Irish diaspora 

Estimate: 60 
pieces of 
knowledge



State Exam Analysis: Knowledge and Skills 
Early Christian 
Ireland 

Topic Questions that required actual historic knowledge Reading Comprehension

Job of historian/archaeologist 3 questions 4 questions 

The Renaissance 3 questions 1 question 

Conquest and Colonisation 2 questions 2 questions 

1798 Rebellion 2 questions 3 questions 

The famine 0 questions 5 questions 

Ireland 1911-23 2 questions 3 questions 

The Holocaust 4 questions 0 questions 

1960s Ireland 3 questions 4 questions 

Total 19 22







Has the final assessment achieved 
the opposite of what the curriculum 
set out to do? 


